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Since 1957, Made in Italy Quality
and Innovation in Decorative Laminates



ABET LAMINATI

PING PONG SELECTION
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PING PONG CLUB

Abet Laminati Table Tennis series brings the concept of leisure ping pong to 
a new level: high quality sturdy material for a long lasting, aesthetically 
pleasing and affordable material.

The High pressure Laminates (HPL) panels, built following the strict EN 438 
standards of quality are perfectly fit for any kind of use (and abuse) and 
can endure the passing of time unblinkingly.

In private houses or public areas the material offered by Abet Laminati 
is the perfect companion for any high level table tennis producer with a 
keen eye for leisure players.
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Finish metal sheet

Melamine overlay

Melamine decorative paper

Kraft paper

Melamine decorative paper

Melamine overlay

Finish metal sheet

MORE THAN
400 DECORS AND

19 FINISHES

7
DIFFERENT

SIZES

THICKNESS
FROM 2

TO 30 MM

Stratificato Print HPL is a material that offers excellent qualities, both 
functional and aesthetic. Its resistance to wear and vapour, its hygienic 
properties as well as its versatility in machining and assembly make it the 
ideal material for self-supporting furniture systems.

PING PONG CLUB
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Sturdy,
shock and

scratch resistant

Easy to workMany decors
in catalogue

Easy to clean Antistatic

Excellent
performance

to fire

High resistance 
to water

and steam

High resistance 
to chemicals and 
organic solvents

PING PONG CLUB
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PING PONG CLUB

Aestethically
steady

Optimal
surface 

Customisable

YOUR 
LOGO

Pre-cut, ready
for the installation 

Low maintenance 
costs 

Stronger and leaner than 
chipboard/MDF panels

Resistant to accidental 
paddle bumps

Excellent
dimensional stability



DIGITAL PRINT
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DIGITAL PRINT

DIGITAL PRINT CUSTOMISATION
IMAGINE, CLICK, CREATE!

For those who really want to distinguish themseves, for particular projects,
for something you can really call your own, Abet Laminati can supply custom
paper with ad hoc colours and additional logo for a personalised  product.

 
Want to cutomize even further? The digital print techinque transforms

your table into a sponsorsjip tool or a fun playground: images, geometric
patterns, glow in the dark effects, you name it
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The cut to size panels deliver a product 
ready to be put in the assembly line. 
 
A wide colour range of special stabilized 
paper is the base of our panel,
made to ensure consinstency on the li-
nes that make up the field.
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PING PONG CLUB

Abet Laminati’s ping pong compact HPL range offers:
various degrees of customisation from lean and light foldable
tables to indestructible outdoor juggernauts

Thickness: HPL compact board range rom 4 mm to 9 mm
Higher thickness makes the table more stable and durable.
It affects and improves ball rebound height as well

Colours: Abet standard range includes black, grey, green and blue.
Furthermore countless customisation options are available

Finishes: Morbida (demi matt), Mi Soft and Papier finishes offer
the choice between 3 gloss levels, that influence light reflection
as well as ball spin effect

Abet Laminati
Table Tennis 
Selection



Abet Laminati today is partner of some of the most prominent players 
in the field, that chose our company for quality, reliability and style:

Cornilleau  -  Sponeta  -  Artengo

Like every champion, though, we are always hungry for more.
We left an empty space. We are eager to put your name on the list

Join a team
of Champions!
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Thank you for your kind attention
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